
Brand guidelines



Logo hierarchy
South of Scotland consists of three logos. 
The master logo, business to business (B2B) 
logo and business to consumer (B2C) logo. 

The master logo is used to communicate 
the South of Scotland brand, online in print 
materials and signage. 

The B2B logo is used in all communications 
with businesses. Such as webinars, seminars 
and presentations. 

The B2C logo is used in all consumer 
marketing campaigns. This logo includes the 
call to action tagline ‘Scotland Starts Here’. 
 

B2B LOGO B2C LOGO

MASTER LOGO

  SOUTH OF
SCOTLAND

 DESTINATION
ALLIANCE
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Main logo overview
The South of Scotland logo is the primary 
visual element that identifies us. 

The logo is bold and vibrant with a real 
sense of direction and purpose.

The full colour ‘Master’ logo should be used 
when appearing on a white background.

MASTER LOGO
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Logo versions
Mono

The South of Scotland logo can also be 
reproduced in a single colour.

The black and full-white versions of the 
logo should only be used when appearing 
alongside content that is primarily black 
and white.

MONO-BLACK MONO-WHITE
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Logo versions
Reversed

The reversed version of the logo should only 
be used over coloured backgrounds or over 
images when it is not possible to use the full 
colour logo on a white background.

REVERSED
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Logo sizing 
and clearspace
It is important to keep the logo clear and 
legible.

The minimum size of the South of 
Scotland logo, for use in print or digital 
is 50mm/188px wide. This minimum size 
ensures that the full logo remains legible.

50mm/188px

MINIMUM SIZE CLEARSPACE

Whenever you use the logo, it should be surrounded with clear 
space to ensure its visibility and impact. No graphic elements of 
any kind should invade this zone. The size of the clearspace is 
taken from the height of the letter ‘S’.
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Business to consumer 
logo overview
The South of Scotland business to consumer 
logo is to be used on campaign materials. 

The minimum sizing and clearspace remain the 
same as the South of Scotland master logo. 

B2C MASTER LOGO

MINIMUM SIZE CLEARSPACE

50mm/188px
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MONO BLACK MONO WHITE REVERSED

Business to consumer 
logo overview
The full colour, mono, black and white 
options are available.   
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Business to business 
logo overview
The South of Scotland business to business  
logo is to be used in all B2B communications.  
These include materials such as powerpoint 
presentations, business to business emails and 
teaching/training materials. 

The minimum sizing and clearspace remain the 
same as the South of Scotland master logo. 

MINIMUM SIZE CLEARSPACE

50mm/188px

B2B MASTER LOGO
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Business to business 
logo overview
The full colour, mono, black and white 
options are available.   

MONO BLACK MONO WHITE REVERSED
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Colour palette
The colour palette used for South of Scotland 
is bold, vibrant and positive.

Consistent use of these colours will contribute 
to the cohesive and harmonious look of the 
South of Scotland brand identity.

The secondary colours should be used sparingly to help introduce 
a little variation and brightness to documents and graphics.

PRIMARY COLOURS SECONDARY COLOURS

Pantone 533
cmyk: 90 / 75 / 29 / 60
rgb: 31 / 42 / 68
#1f2a44

Pantone 396
cmyk: 20 / 0 / 96 / 0
rgb: 222 / 221 / 22
#dedd16

Pantone Blue 0821
cmyk: 53 / 0 / 9 / 0
rgb: 124 / 203 / 221
#7ccbdd

Pantone 345
cmyk: 45 / 0 / 40 / 0
rgb: 156 / 207 / 175
#9ccfaf

Pantone 144
cmyk: 0 / 54 / 100 / 0
rgb: 242 / 138 / 4
#f28a04

Pantone 144
cmyk: 46 / 0 / 90 / 0
rgb: 159 / 198 / 72
#9fc648
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Colour tints
Tints of the primary colours can be used to 
provide variation but remain consistent with 
the brand colours.

COLOUR TINTS

90%

90%

100%

100%

80%

80%

70%

70%

60%

60%

50%

50%

40%

40%

30%

30%

20%

20%

10%

10%
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Colour usage
Always make sure the colour contrast 
is minimum AA compliant in terms of 
accessibility. Here are examples on how 
you can best use the colours together.

Yellow text should never appear 
on a white background and white 
text should not sit over a yellow 
background.

ACCESSIBLE COLOUR COMBINATIONS

Yellow on Blue White on Blue

White on Yellow

Blue on Yellow Blue on White

Yellow on White
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Typography
Typography plays an important role in 
our communication and overall tone. 
Careful use of typography reinforces 
our personality and ensures clarity and 
harmony in all  communications.

The typeface Futura Bold is used in the 
South of Scotland logo and can be used 
as a large display font in main headlines 
across our messaging along with Futura 
Bold Oblique.

Futura is not a web-safe font so is only 
used in our logo and in headlines across 
printed materials.

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
01234567890 !“#$%&‘()*+,-./:;<=>?

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

01234567890 !“#$%&‘()*+,-./:;<=>?

PRIMARY LOGO TYPEFACE   |   FUTURA BOLD

PRIMARY LOGO TYPEFACE   |   FUTURA BOLD OBLIQUE
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Typography
The typeface Open Sans, is a Google 
font and has been selected for its simliar 
appearance to Futura and to work across 
both printed and digital materials.

Open Sans is a flexible typeface with a range 
of weights and styles and is used as our 
primary typeface apart from messaging 
headlines on printed materials, where 
Futura is used.

Open Sans ExtraBold and ExtraBold Italic 
are used on messaging headlines as a 
replacement for Futura on digital assets.

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
01234567890 !“#$%&‘()*+,-./:;<=>?

PRIMARY TYPEFACE (DIGITAL)   |   OPEN SANS EXTRABOLD

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
01234567890 !“#$%&‘()*+,-./:;<=>?

PRIMARY TYPEFACE (DIGITAL)   |   OPEN SANS EXTRABOLD ITALIC
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Typography usage
Headline construction

When creating a new headline we must 
follow the these rules to ensure the scale 
and composition of our headlines are 
consistent.

These rules apply to both printed and digital 
media regardless of which typeface you are 
using (Open Sans or Futura).

GREAT 
HEADLINES
START HERE

x

x

x

Y

Y
Y

Y

Y

Y

The height of the Italic/Oblique ‘STARTS HERE’ text is 
equal to the half of the height of the main text (X).

The spacing between the lines is equal to a quarter of 
the height of the main text (Y).
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Typography usage

SECRET HERB GARDEN  |  LOTHIANBURN.

TICKLING 
TASTE-BUDS    
STARTS HERE

PRINT DOCUMENT WEBSITE (DIGITAL)

Open Sans ExtraboldFutura Bold

Open Sans Bold

Open Sans Extrabold Italic

Futura Bold Oblique

Open Sans SemiBold
Open Sans Bold

A combination of Futura and Open Sans is used on printed media. Only the Open Sans family is used on digital executions.

Open Sans Regular
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Typography
The Open Sans family is used across printed 
and digital materials for the majority of text 
such as sub headings, longer paragraphs 
and body copy.

PRIMARY TYPEFACE (DIGITAL & PRINT)   |   OPEN SANS

AaBbCc123
OPEN SANS EXTRABOLD

AaBbCc123
OPEN SANS EXTRABOLD ITALIC

AaBbCc123
OPEN SANS BOLD

AaBbCc123
OPEN SANS REGULAR

AaBbCc123
OPEN SANS SEMIBOLD

AaBbCc123
OPEN SANS LIGHT
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Typography example

MAIN TITLE
STARTS HERE

Subtitle style
Nam doluptas apellore cuscia volorio. Is et quia inciandae. Itaquid et ipis 
quidempos plibusdae porehendis am, conecat emporestios molenimusci 
abor adi des porporis sitatiasped moluptate verupit eum expero is ut 
esOres alia volorro corumque nobitiam, solum, issim voluptiae nobis 
quis audandiae rererum rem qui im re cus, sitatur? Henti ipsam remque 
pro magnimpor si dolut quassi destist orepudi tiscipsant aut ut quatem 
volorem quost omnis dis qui te num quat.

Section title

Rum ra doluptatent volut que aut es et reperferibus et vel eturernate 
poreper itatas exero tem. Et aut odis sequo quis consers pisciet quiantur? 
Quid modit ra nonsequae sunt recabore exped maximus, int raes enis 
dolupta quibus, od et omnimus entias dollestis min praerspellat hilictotam 
ant ute evendus reium atumqui tecum ipitium quia veliquia corem 
sumquia temqui ullupta tatest, cuptaec eprorem estium fuga.

MAIN TITLE
STARTS HERE

Subtitle style
Nam doluptas apellore cuscia volorio. Is et quia inciandae. Itaquid et ipis 
quidempos plibusdae porehendis am, conecat emporestios molenimusci 
abor adi des porporis sitatiasped moluptate verupit eum expero is ut 
esOres alia volorro corumque nobitiam, solum, issim voluptiae nobis 
quis audandiae rererum rem qui im re cus, sitatur? Henti ipsam remque 
pro magnimpor si dolut quassi destist orepudi tiscipsant aut ut quatem 
volorem quost omnis dis qui te num quat.

Section title

Rum ra doluptatent volut que aut es et reperferibus et vel eturernate 
poreper itatas exero tem. Et aut odis sequo quis consers pisciet quiantur? 
Quid modit ra nonsequae sunt recabore exped maximus, int raes enis 
dolupta quibus, od et omnimus entias dollestis min praerspellat hilictotam 
ant ute evendus reium atumqui tecum ipitium quia veliquia corem 
sumquia temqui ullupta tatest, cuptaec eprorem estium fuga.

Futura Bold Open Sans ExtraBold

Futura Bold Oblique Open Sans ExtraBold Italic

Open Sans Regular Open Sans Regular

Open Sans Regular Open Sans Regular

Open Sans Bold Open Sans Bold

PRINT DIGITAL
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Image/photography style
The photography we use needs to capture 
the beauty, quality and excellence when we 
photograph food, products and historical 
places, and the energy, excitement and fun 
when we capture the indoor and outdoor 
activities.

Having people interacting and enjoying 
the various locations is important. When 
showing landscapes and vistas then people 
may be present (in the distance) but not 
central as they will almost certainly distract 
from the magnificence of the setting.

Regarding people. Landscapes and vistas 
can work in two ways: The person/people 
are near looking out over or interacting with 
the landscape so the viewer feels part of the 
group, or the person/people are set back in 
the landscape making the scale of the place 
impressive.
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Photography, type and logo
Care must be taken when considering 
composition. Wherever possible, the type 
can interact with the image, helping to 
provide depth.

The reverse version of the Business to 
Consumer logo should sit on top of a crop of 
the logo shape. The shape should be in the 
primary blue colour and set to 80% opacity 
or set at 100% opacity when the logo needs 
to stand out more, for example if the image 
in the background doesn’t provide sufficient 
contrast.

SECRET HERB GARDEN  |  LOTHIANBURN.

TICKLING 
TASTE-BUDS    
STARTS HERE

The logo sits on a 
crop of the logo 
shape in the corner.
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Locator usage
Throughout our communications we use a 
locator on our images to tag the attraction 
and its location.

The arrow for the locator is taken from 
the style of the logo and should always sit 
alongside the name of the attraction and 
the name of the nearest town and should 
be replicated consistently across 
all communications.

SECRET HERB GARDEN  |  LOTHIANBURN.

TICKLING 
TASTE-BUDS    
STARTS HERE

SECRET HERB GARDEN  |  LOTHIANBURN.

TICKLING 
TASTE-BUDS    
STARTS HERE

Attraction name. Town.
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Application
Social media

Social media post examples using consistent 
typography.

The Open Sans 
typeface is 
used across all 
digital media.

The Open Sans 
typeface is 

used across all 
digital media
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Application
Brochures/Flyers

This leaflet is an example of how all of the 
South of Scotland brand elements can be 
used together to create a document that is 
consistent with all of our printed and digital 
materials.

THE LAST THING 
YOU EXPECTED     
STARTS HERE

COLDINGHAM BAY  |  COLDINGHAM.

It’s time to discover where 
Scotland truly starts. 

Anyone driving, coaching or training to Scotland 
will arrive in the Scottish Borders and Midlothian 
fi rst – the very fi rst experiences and memories of 
Scotland begin right here. From a historical and 
cultural perspective this part of the country is 
also central to Scotland’s story – our identity 
and psyche were born here. Scotland starts here.

The region is defi ned as much by its history 
and landscape as it is by its picturesque abbeys, 
sweeping castles, impeccable food & drink, 
and rich heritage. For the thrill-seeker there 
are snorkel trails, cliff  walks, mountain-biking 
and even alpaca trekking to start pulses racing. 
An array of attractions waiting to be explored. 
And it’s all within easy reach of great cities like 
Edinburgh and Newcastle.

If you want to discover and experience Scotland, 
do it where it starts.

SCOTLANDSTARTSHERE.COM

SCOTLANDSTARTSHERE.COM

To fi nd out more, visit...

Visit...

Download the app...

The Scotland Starts Here app helps you discover the 
best of the area. Explore our suggested scenic routes 
and audio rail, driving and walking tours. Find the most 
interesting sights and places as well as the stories, 
songs and music behind them – all while you’re on 
the move and making memories.

BORDER

A68

A68

A68

A7

A7

A7

A1

A1

NEWCASTLE
UPON TYNE

EDINBURGH

Jedburgh

Hawick

KelsoMelrose

Galashiels
Innerleithen

Carlisle

Peebles

Lauder

Coldstream

Berwick-upon-Tweed

Duns

Eyemouth

Dalkeith

River Tweed

River Tweed

River Tweed

River Tweed

Newcastle

Carlisle

Glasgow

History & Heritage

1. Rosslyn Chapel 
2. Abbotsford – The home of Sir Walter Scott
3. Floors Castle
4. National Mining Museum
5. Traquair House, Grounds and Brewery
6. Mary, Queen of Scots House
7. Hermitage Castle
8. Arniston House
9. Thirlestane Castle
10. Borders Textile Towerhouse

Food & Drink

11. The Borders Distillery
12. Born in the Borders – Visitor centre, brewery and more
13. Cocoa Black – Chocolate and Pastry School & Boutique
14. Secret Herb Garden and The Old Curiosity Gin Distillery
15. Giacopazzi’s – Award winning fi sh and chips and ice cream
16. The Paper Mill – Restaurant & Bar, Gin & Beer Festivals
17. Restoration Yard – Dalkeith
18. 1881 Gin Distillery and School
19. Rutherfords Micropub
20. Teviot Smokery and Watergardens

Hidden Wonders

21. Famously Hawick
22. Snorkel Trail and Scuba Diving
23. Beirhope Alpaca Trekking
24. Edinburgh Butterfl y & Insect World
25. Stewart Brewing
26. Gunsgreen House - Smugglers Trail
27. Robert Smail’s Printing Works
28. The Jim Clark Motorsport Museum
29. St Abb’s Head National Nature Reserve
30. The Mainstreet Trading Company

Active & Outdoors

31. Dalkeith Country Park*
32. Glentress 7stanes - Mountain biking**
33. The Roxburghe Shooting School of Excellence
34. Midlothian Snowsports Centre
35. Lasswade Riding Centre
36. a) Dawyck Botanic Garden and b) Kailzie Gardens
37. a) St Abbs and b) Eyemouth Rib Trips
38. Rock UK Outdoor Adventure Centre - Newcastleton
39. St Mary’s Loch
40. Melville Golf Centre, Driving Range & Course

21
23

24
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28
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33
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36a

32a

38

39

40
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1

30

SCOTLANDSTARTSHERE.COM

15
26

20

22
29

16
435

8

ONLY A SHORT DRIVE INTO THE AREA FROM THE CENTRE OF POPULAR DESTINATIONS:

Edinburgh - 20 mins | Berwick-upon-Tweed - 10 mins
Carlisle - 60 mins | Newcastle - 60 mins | York - 2.5 hrs

17.

* Restoration Yard is located at Dalkeith Country Park
** There are 2 locations - a) Peebles and b) Newcastleton

36b 27
5

32b

37b

37a

TRI-FOLD LEAFLET
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Application
Website

South of Scotland website.

Open Sans ExtraBold

Open Sans Light

Open Sans Bold

Open Sans ExtraBold Italic

Open Sans Regular
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Application
Signage

These pull up banners are an example of 
how all of the South of Scotland elements 
can be used together to create a document 
that is consistent with all of our printed and 
digital materials. As these elements are used 
for both business to business and business 
to consumer the master logo shoud be used 
in all signage. 

ADVENTURE   
STARTS HERE

G
LEN

TRESS 7STAN
ES  |  PEEBLES

SCOTLANDSTARTSHERE.COM

Find out more...

@ SCOTLANDSTARTSHERE

THE WONDERS 
ON YOUR 
DOORSTEP      
STARTS HERE

PO
RTPATRICK H

ARBO
U

R  |  PO
RTPATRICK

SCOTLANDSTARTSHERE.COM

Find out more...

@ SCOTLANDSTARTSHERE
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Application
Video content

The intro and outro overlay uses the blue 
shape at 80% opacity and can be used as an 
overlay for titles and end frame graphics.  
A slide in or out can be used to transition to 
and from the overlay.

The locator arrow can be scaled in a 
‘pointing’ action but does not need to have 
animation applied.  Locator copy follows the 
same rules as static media.

Headlines over footage is acceptable, but 
please ensure the shot allows for legibility.  
A slight grade can be used to increase 
contrast.

Footage in general should be dynamic and 
engaging. Moving shots are preferred to 
static shots. Shots with a clear subject, a 
sense of scale, movement, rich colour, and a 
strong sense of place are ideal.
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Application
Merchandising

The South of Scotland master brand logo 
can be applied to various merchandise.
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Thank you


